Your submission to Clean Water
Jeremy Smart

Clause
What are your thoughts on the proposed swimming targets, for example, on the timeframes and categories?
Notes
They are terrible , it should be intirely up to any buisness to provide its own resources while greatly restoring the environment not
free load off the environment while destroying it at the same time . The polluters are currently being incentivised under current laws
instead of penalised , the hundreds of millions of taxpayer funded subsidies are propping up an unviable economic model if the ag
industry paid the full cost of their buisness expenses they would go bankrupt . They time frames are just another free period where
farmers can continue their destructive ways un obstructed we need action to stop more damage now .

Clause
What do you think about the proposed amendments to the Freshwater NPS?
Notes
They are to weak and don't go far enough to ensure we start repairing the destruction we have already done , the scientists ,
recreational river users , and those with a conscience are telling us we must do more .

Clause
What are your thoughts on the proposed stock exclusion regulation, for example, the timeframes and stock types to be excluded?
Notes
Once again they are a joke , we need to get serious about the abusers and take a hard stance on those who take nature for granted
, the rules need to be much tougher there needs to be a much bigger exclusion zone for all animals and all water ways and it needs
to be done now , having any farm animal near any water should be illegal and offenders heavily punished also domestic pets should
be banned from access to waterways as well that includes lakes , beaches , rivers etc

Clause
Do you have any other comments on the contents of the Clean Water discussion document?
Notes
For years now I have read all manner of correspondence and made god knows how many submissions , yet unfortunately for the
environment the system is structured to protect the polluters , the offenders and those in control , I fear it will take something
shocking to make the serious changes we need to stop anther Easter island , we are killing the golden goose , you bastards have no
conscience ethics and are insulated from Mother Nature , please go out to any dairy farm and see for yourself how bad this practice is
, beleave me in the long run it won't be worth it .

